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Abstract 
It can be very advantageous to borrow key components of a logic for use in another logic. 
The advantages are both conceptual and practical; due to the existence of software systems 
supporting mechanized reasoning in a given logic, it may be possible to reuse a system dc- 
veloped for one logic - for example, a theorem-prover - to obtain a new system for another. 
Translations between logics by appropriate mappings provide a first natural way of reusing 
tools of one logic in another. This paper generalizes this idea to the case where entire com- 
ponents - for example, the proof theory - of one of the logics involved may be completely 
missing, so that the appropriate mapping could not even be defined. The idea then is to bor- 
row the missing components (as well as their associated tools if they exist) from a logic that 
has them in order to create the full-fledged logic and tools that we desire. The relevant struc- 
ture is transported using maps that only involve a limited aspect of the two logics in ques- 
tion - for example, their model theory. The constructions accomplishing this kind of borrow- 
ing of logical structure are very general and simple. They only depend upon a few abstract 
properties that hold under very general conditions given a pair of categories linked by adjoint 
functors. 
1. Introduction 
The use of logic in computer science is undergoing vigorous growth. Since the 
applications are many, there are increasingly stronger interactions between the two 
fields that are having a profound impact on both of them. New logics are frequently 
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being proposed, and new variants or adaptations of existing logics for new purposes 
are widespread. 
This proliferation of logics - although certainly a sign of vitality and intellectual 
creativity - brings with it important conceptual challenges. In a sense, each logic is 
a different language and, as in the case of natural languages, there is often a serious 
need to bridge the gap between different languages by means of appropriate translations, 
and the danger of serious confusion when translations are not correct. There is also 
a related need to understand the essential features shared by logics in general so that 
systematic methods can be developed to deal with these problems. 
In computer science, the conceptual needs posed by the proliferation of logics were 
first addressed by Goguen and Burstall [ 111, who proposed their theory of institutions 
as a general framework for logics. The work on institutions has been further developed 
by their original proponents and by others [12, 13,33,34], and has influenced other 
notions proposed by different authors [23,28,7,24, 17,29,5, 11. Some of the notions 
proposed are closely related to institutions; however, in other cases the main intent is 
to substantially expand the primarily model-theoretic viewpoint provided by institutions 
to give an adequate treatment of proof-theoretic aspects such as entailment and proof 
structures. 
Institutions arose out of work on the Clear specification language [2], in which the 
goal was to provide powerful modularity and parameterization mechanisms to structure 
and reuse formal specifications. Such reusability techniques have later been applied to a 
good number of specification and logical programming languages such as, for example, 
[8, 15,6,30, 14,251. However, the need for reusability arises not only inside one logic 
_ so that specifications or logical programs written in that logic can be reused - but 
also at the metalevel, in the sense that it can be greatly advantageous to reuse entire 
logics, or key components of such logics. The advantages may be not only conceptual, 
although of course this is important; due to the existence of software systems, sup- 
porting mechanized reasoning in a given logic, it may be possible to reuse a system 
developed for one logic - for example, a theorem-prover - to obtain a new system for 
another. 
Translations between logics by appropriate mappings - especially if they are COIZ- 
servative in the sense of [24] - provide a first natural way of reusing tools of one 
logic in another, by translating the appropriate sentences or proofs and using the orig- 
inal tool on the translations. This paper generalizes this idea to the case where entire 
components - for example, the proof theory - of one of the logics involved may be 
completely missing, so that the appropriate mapping could not even be defined. The 
idea then is to borrow the missing components (as well as their associated tools if they 
exist) from a logic that has them in order to create, ex nihilo as it were, the full-fledged 
logic and tools that we desire. The relevant structure is transported using maps that 
only involve a limited aspect of the two logics in question - for example, their model 
theory. 
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The constructions accomplishing this kind of borrowing of logical structure are very 
general and simple. We show that they only depend upon a few abstract properties 
that hold under very general conditions given a pair of categories linked by adjoint 
functors. Therefore, the constructions capitalize on the fact that, as was shown in [24], 
the different components of a logic - entailment relation, model theory, and proof 
theory - are in a very precise technical sense modular, namely in that they can be 
added or deleted by means of constructions that are adjoint functors. 
Consider for example the case where only the consequence relation component 
of a logic - what we call an entailment system Q - is known, but we have an- 
other logic for which a proof theory ~~ what we call a proof calculus .P’ -- has 
been fully specified. Since a proof calculus also specifies a logic’s consequence re- 
lation, there is a forgetful functor mt : PCalc + &t from the category of proof 
calculi to that of entailment systems. Suppose that at the entailment system level we 
have a map p : Q + ent(.Y’). Then, our borrowing construction endows Q with a 
proof calculus .Y borrowed from .Y’ via p such that ent(9) = 6, and p lifts to a 
map P 
PCalc 
_______---------------------------------- I . I &t 
d 
,I 
ent(9’) 
such that ent(p”) = p. In fact we show that fi is an optimal lifting that satisfies an 
adequate universal property among all liftings, namely that b is a Cartesian lifting of p, 
and that ent is a Jibration (for the concept of fibration see [16, 191). We show that 
the exact same Cartesian lifting property holds not only for the functor ent, but also 
for any of the forgetful functors that disregard some component or components of 
a logic’s structure. There are seven such forgetful functors; we show that for each of 
them there is an optimal borrowing of the missing logical structure of the kind just 
described. 
Moreover, the forgetful fimctors discarding some logical components are not only 
fibrations, but fibrations of a special kind, that are obtained using the fact that they 
are all left adjoints. We give a general construction, called extension, that generalizes 
adjunctions to comma categories and then obtain the fibration property as a special 
case. 
For each such borrowing construction we give an explicit description of the new log- 
ical structure being borrowed and prove that, in general or under natural assumptions, 
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the new structure thus obtained satisfies particularly good properties such as complete- 
ness of the logic, conservativity of the Cartesian lifting, or exclusive dependence of the 
new structure on the one being borrowed. Relevant examples illustrating the usefulness 
of these constructions are also given. 
The methods proposed in this paper should be regarded as a concrete step towards the 
goal ofjbrmal interoperability [26], that is, the capacity to move in a mathematically 
rigorous way across the different formalizations of a system, and to use in a rigorously 
integrated way the different tools supporting such formalizations. 
In particular, the results in this paper have useful applications to the notion of 
logical framework, that is, a logic 9 inside which many other logics can be faith- 
fully represented by adequate mappings (see [26] for a discussion of logical frame- 
works consistent with the ideas in this paper). Indeed, our results show that rep- 
resentations into a logical framework can be defined in a very economic way by 
mappings preserving a minimum of logical structure - for example, preserving just 
the consequence relation - since all the remaining logical structure enjoyed by the 
framework - such as its proof theory or its models - as well as any 
supporting tools available for F, can then be borrowed in an automatic 
way. 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 recalls the basic general notions of 
logic used in the paper. Section 3 states and proves the general category-theoretic 
results underlying the desired transportation of logical structure. Section 4 applies the 
general results to the borrowing of different components. We end with some concluding 
remarks in Section 5. 
2. General logics 
Since the significant examples of application of the general categorical construc- 
tion are all based on the concepts of institution [l l] and general logic [24], this 
section is devoted to recalling some basic definitions and results from these the- 
ories and to proving two new results (Propositions 9 and 10) needed in this pa- 
per. More detailed discussions of institutions and general logics can be found in 
[13,24]. 
Institutions cover the semantic aspects of a logical framework, providing formal 
counterparts for the notions of signature, sentences, models and validity, while en- 
tailment systems deal with the deductive part. Putting together an institution and 
a compatible entailment system, i.e. an entailment system that is sound w.r.t. the insti- 
tution, a logic is obtained, where tools to deal with provability and with model-theoretic 
aspects are both at hand. But, since entailment systems focus only on provability as 
a consequence relation and abstract away any other proof-theoretic aspects, the concept 
of (structured) proof is not formalized; thus proof calculi are introduced to cover also 
this feature. 
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Definition 1. An entuilment system 2 [24, Definition 11, is a triple 8 = (Sign, Sen, k) 
consisting of 
~ a category Sign, whose objects are called signatures; 
~ a functor Sen: Sign + Set, giving the set of sentences over a given signature; 
- a function k associating to each C in Sign a binary relation k-r C p(Sen(Z)) x 
Sen(C), called C-entailment, satisfying the following properties: 
(i) rtlflexivity: for any 4 E Sen(Z), { 4) tl- 45; 
(ii) monotonicity: if r kz 4 and r C r’, then r’ tz 4; 
(iii) transitivity: if r Fz 4i for all i E I and r U (4; / i E I} FL I/I, then r tz $; 
(iv) i--trunslution: if r kz 4, then Sen(a)(r) tx, Sen(o)(4) for any CJ : Z + C’ in 
Sign. 
Definition 2. An institution [l 1, Definition 141, is a 4-tuple 9 = (Sign,,%, Mod, k) 
consisting of 
~ a category Sign of signatures; 
_ a functor Sen : Sign + Set, giving the set of sentences over a given signature; 
~ a functor Mod :SignoP ----f Cat, giving the category of models of a given signature; 
~ for each Z in Sign a satisfaction relation bz C lMod(C)l x Sen(C), such that, for 
each morphism CJ: C + Z’ in Sign, the Sutisfbction Condition 
M’ +=2_1 Sen(a)([) e Mod(o)(M’) I=-_ < 
holds for each hii’~ IMod(C’)I and each <~Sen(1). 
Given an entailment system (respectively, an institution) its category The of theories 
has as objects pairs T = (Z,T) with C a signature and r a set of sentences on C, 
and as morphisms 0 : (C,T) + (C’,r’) the signature morphisms CT : C - C’ st. 
Sen(g)(r) C P. We use the functions siyn(C, r) = Z and ax( C, r) = r to select the 
signature and the axioms of a theory, respectively. 
Since a set r of sentences on Z determines the full subcategory of models that 
satisfy all the sentences I-, it is easy to show that the functor Mod extends to a 
functor Mod : Thij’ + Cat. Similarly, by assigning to each theory T = (Z:, r) the 
sentences on its signature we can extend the functor Sen : Sign + Set to a functor 
Sen : The - Set. 
Moreover, given an entailment system, and defining the set of theorems of a theory 
T = (C,T) by thm(T) = (4 E Sen(Z)lr t, q5}, we then obtain a functor thm : 
The + Set that is a subfunctor of Sen. In the sequel we will find it convenient to 
extend the entailment relation from signatures to theories according to the following 
definition: 
2 The definition of entailment system assumes that, as it is usually the case for most logics, the entailment 
relation is monotonic. To deal with entailment in nonmonotonic logics a weaker notion would be required. 
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Definition 3. A logic [24, Definition 61, is a 5-tuple 3 = (Sign, Sen, Mod, k, k) such 
that: 
(i) (Sign, Sen, t-) is an entailment system; 
(ii) (Sign, Sen, Mod, b) is an institution; and 
(iii) the following Soundness Condition is satisfied: for each C E ISignl, r g Sen(Z), 
and 4 E Sen(Z), r t-1 4 + r t-k, 4, where r kbZ $J iff [(M kz y for all y E r) 
implies M +z 41. 
A logic is called complete if it satisfies the Soundness and Completeness Condition: 
for each C E /SignI, r C Sen(Z), and 4 E Sen(Z), r EZ $J H r lbZ 4. 
A proof calculus associates to each theory T an “algebra of proofs” P(T) in some 
adequate category of algebraic structures. From P(T) the set proofi( T) of proofs deriv- 
able in the calculus is then obtained. The notion of logical system corresponds to the 
choice of a proof calculus for a logic. 
Definition 4. A proof calculus [24, Definition 121, is a 6-tuple .P = (Sign,Sen,k, 
P, Pr, n) such that: 
(i) (Sign, Sen, t-) is an entailment system; 
(ii) P: The + Structp is a functor; for each theory T, the object P(T) E Struc& 
is called its proof-theoretic structure; 
(iii) Pr : Struct? + Set is a functor; for each theory T, the set Pr(P(T)) is called 
its set of proofs. Then proofs will denote the composite functor Pr . P : The + 
Set; 
(iv) rc : proofs + Sen is a natural transformation, such that for each theory T = 
(C, r), the image of XT :proofs( T) + Sen(T) is the set thm(T) of all sentences 4 s.t. 
r k 4. 
Definition 5. A logical system [24, Definition 121 Y = (Sign, Sen, Mod, k, +, P, Pr, z) 
is an 8-tuple such that: 
(i) (Sign, Sen, Mod, +, k-) is a logic; 
(ii) (Sign, Sen, k, P, Pr, 7~) is a proof calculus. 
The crucial point of any categorical approach is the realization that the arrows 
between objects are more important than the objects themselves. In the context of 
the above definitions formalizing the different components of a logic, this means that 
we should look for adequate notions of mapping translating one logic into another; 
as we shall see, such mappings can be used to borrow components and tools from 
one logic to reuse them in another. In [24] maps of entailment systems, institu- 
tions, logics, proof calculi, and logical systems are defined and are illustrated with 
examples; here the definitions are presented in summarized form. Let us point out 
that maps of institutions differ from other notions of arrow between institutions, like 
the institution morphisms in [l l] or the simulations in [ 11, mainly because each 
theory in the source institution is translated into a theory in the target institution 
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whose models represent (a subcategory of) the models of the starting theory. In 
Section 4 this mapping of theories from the source institution into the target in- 
stitution will prove to be crucial in order to borrow a logic along a map of 
institutions. 
Definition 6 ([24]). Given two entailment systems t’ = (Sign, Sen, t) and 6’ = 
(Sign’, Sen’, t’), a map of entuilment systems (@, a) : B 4 8’ consists of a natural 
transformation x : Sen + Sen’ @ and an cc-sensible functor 3 @ : The + Th’, satisfying 
the following property: 
r FL- $5 =+ r’ u Q(T) FI,, xc($), 
where, by convention, (C’, I”) = @(I, 8). Using the property of u-sensible functors 
mentioned in the footnote, we can rephrase this requirement in a simpler and more 
compact way as follows: 
r k-r 4 * xx(r) C#l(z,fl, Q(4). 
We call the map (@, x) conservative if in addition we have 
Given institutions .Y = (Sign, Sen, Mod, b) and .P = (Sign’, Sen’, Mod’, k’), a mup 
of institutions (CD, x, fi) : 4 --7‘ 3’ consists of a natural transformation x : Sen * Sen' @, 
an x-sensible4 functor CJI :The + Th& and a natural transformation /I’ : Mod’ W’ + 
Mod such that for each C E /SignI, each 4 E Sen(Z), and each M’ E lMod’(&C, @))I 
the following property is satisfied: 
where C’ is the signature of the theory @(I, 0). 
Given logics 2, A?‘, a mup of logics (@, a, /I) : 2 + 9’ is a map (@, SI, j3) : inst(Y) 
4 inst(27’) of the underlying institutions such that, in addition, (@, a) : ent( 2“) --f 
ent(Y’) is a map of the underlying entailment systems. 
Given proof calculi 9 and P’, a map of proof calculi (@, CX, y) : .B + Y’ consists of 
a map (@, x) : ent(9) + ent(9’) of the underlying entailment systems together with 
a natural transformation l;:proofs + proofs’ . @ such that r&, o y = CY o rc. 
3 We refer to 1241 for the detailed definition of r-sensible functors. Basically, what is required is that the 
provable consequences of the theory @(I, r) are entirely determined by @(Z. 0) and by cc; specifically. we 
must have the condition 
thm’( @(C, r)) = fhm’(C’, r’ U CX( F)), 
where, by convention, (C’, r’) = @(Z,0). By allowing functors @ sending theories to theories. Instead 
of more restrictive functors sending signatures to signatures, we can define much more flexible mappings 
between logics. 
4 @ is r-sensible relative to the “logical consequence” entailment relations k+ and kb,r associated to .F and 
I’, where, by definition, r t+:, r$ iff (A4 FL :’ for all y E r) implies M k=_ 4. 
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Given logical systems Y and .Y’, a map of Zogical systems (@, or, p, y) : Y -+ 9’ 
consists of a map of the underlying logics (@, c(, /?) : log(Y) + log(Y) and a map of 
the underlying proof calculi (Cp, tx, y) : peak(Y) + pcaZc(Y’). 
We denote by &t the category’ of entailment systems with maps of entailment 
systems as arrows, by I& the category of institutions with maps of institutions as 
arrows, by Log the category of logics with maps of logics as arrows, by PCaZc - 
the category of proof calculi with maps of proof calculi as arrows, and by 
LogSys the category of logical systems with maps of logical systems as 
arrows. 
The relationships among the categories of entailment systems, institutions, logics, 
proof calculi, and logical systems can be illustrated by the following diagram, where 
all the arrows depicted are forgetful functors that “throw away” appropriate components 
of a logic. For example, the functor inst maps a logic 9 = (Sign, Sen, Mod, b, I-) to 
the institution (Sign, Sen, Mod, k). As further explained below, both log and ent have 
right adjoints, corresponding to regarding theorems as proofs of themselves, entLog and 
pcalc have right adjoints, obtained by adding the empty set of models for each signa- 
ture, and inst has both a left and right adjoint, obtained by adding, respectively, the 
set membership and the validity relations as entailment. Therefore, all functors in the 
diagram have right adjoints. 
Inst &t 
Proposition 7 ([24, Proposition 311). The jiunctor (_)+ : &t + Log, dejined by 
- (9)+ = (Sign,Sen,Mod, +,t+)>, where r t-1 4 iff (A4 +r y for all y E r) implies 
M kz 4, for any institution 9 = (Sign, Sen, Mod, b), and 
- p’ = p for any map p, 
5 Since in & (and similarly in the other categories discussed below) the objects of the category of sig- 
natures may form a class, and not just a set, the collection of maps between two entailment systems may 
likewise form a class; however, if signatures, sentences, models, and so on are required to belong to a 
suitable universe, that we never mention, as usual, the well-known foundational problems arising whenever 
one speaks of the category of all categories are avoided. For similar remarks about foundations see also 
[13,24,31]. 
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is right adjoint to the forgetful functor inst : Log + &&. Moreover, the unit qf’ the 
adjunction for a logic 5? = (Sign,Sen, Mod, +, t) is the map (IdSign,Idsrn,Id~~,d) 
and the counit is the identity natural transformation. 
Proposition 8 ([24, Proposition 311). The functor (-)- : Z&z& + a, deJined bq 
~ (Y)- = (Sign, Sen, Mod, +, k), where r k- C$ ifs C$ E r, for any institution 
9 = (Sign, Sen, Mod, k), and 
- P- = p for any map p, 
is left adjoint to the forgetful functor inst. Moreover, the unit of the adjunction ,fbr 
an institution 3 is the identity of 4. 
Adding to any entailment system the empty model component and the empty validity 
relation we define a functor, that is the right adjoint to the forgetful functor from logics 
to entailment systems. 
Proposition 9. The functor (-)* : Ea + Log, dejined by 
~ for each entailment system & = (Sign,Sen, t-) let (8)* be the logic (Sign,Sen, 
Mod@, +n, t), where Mod0 is the functor mapping each signature to the empty 
category of models and each map of signatures to the empty identity map, und 
where /=Q assigns to each signature the empty satisfaction relation; 
- for each map of entailment systems (@, c() let (@, x)* be (0, x, id@), where ido is 
the natural transformation with all components of the jbrm Ido : 0 + 0; 
is right adjoint to the functor entLog : Log + &t. Moreover, the unit of the adjunction 
for a logic 2 = (Sign, Sen, Mod, +, k) is the map (IdSign, Idsen, PO), where for each 
theory (Zr) Pw,~) is the empty function 0 ---f Mod(C,rj, and the counit is the 
identity natural transformation. 
Proof. Let _5? = (Sign,Sen, Mod, +,k) be a logic, let &’ = (Sign’, Sen’, i-‘) be an 
entailment system, and let (@, LX, p) : Li? + (S’)* be a map of logics. 
Then, since for each theory (C, r) we have &z,J, : Modh( @(C, I-)) + Mod(Z, r), 
and Modh(@(C, r)) = 0, we have Mod; @ ‘p = Mod@, and therefore /? = &. As a 
consequence, (@, a) : entL&Y) + 8’ is the unique map of entailment systems such 
that (@, cc)* makes the following diagram commute. 
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By definition of (-)*, the composition ~~~~~~ . (-)* is the identity Id,,; and it is 
immediate, by checking the corresponding diagram with the counit, that the counit is 
the identity. 0 
Analogously, adding the empty model component to proof caicuh, we get a right 
adjoint to the forgetful functor from logical systems to proof calculi. 
Proposition 10. The finctor (-)A : PCalc + LogSys, dejined by 
- for each proof calculus 9 = (Sign, Sen, t, P, Pr, 71) let (.9’)n be the logical sys- 
tem (Sign, Sen, Modm,k, bn,P, Pr,n), where Mod@ is the functor mapping each 
signature to the empty category of models; 
- for each map of proof calculi (@, a, y) let (@, a, Y)~ be (@, x, id,, y), where id0 is 
the natural transformation with all components the empty identity map; 
is right adjoint to the functor pcalc : LogSys + PCalc. Moreover, the unit of the 
adjunction for a logical system Y = (Sign, Sen, Mod, k, b, P, Pr, 7~) is the map (Idsip”, 
Ids,,,&, Id,,,,,~s) and the counit is the identity natural transformation. 
Proof. Analogous to the proof of Proposition 9. 0 
Proposition 11 ([24, Proposition 341). The functor (-)’ :& + PCalc, dehned by 
- (Sign, Sen, t)” = (Sign, Sen, k, thm, Idset, j), where thm is the functor sending each 
theory to the set of its theorems, described in Section 2.2 of [24], and j is the 
natural subfunctor inclusion thm C Sen, and 
- (@,a)’ = (@,a, qhm), where qkm is the restriction of CI to the theorems of the 
domain, for any map (@, a), 
is right adjoint to the jorgetful functor ent : PCalc -+ &t. Moreover, the unit of the 
adjunction for a proof calculus 9’ = (Sign, Sen, t, P, Pr, IE) is the map (IdSign, Idsen, rc), 
where 71 is now viewed as a natural transformation x : proofs + thm, and the counit 
is the identity natural transformation. 
Proposition 12 ([24, Proposition 371). The jimctor (-)” : Log -+ LogSys, dejined by -~ 
- (Y)O = (Sign, Sen, Mod, k, b, thm,Zds,t, j), f or any logic 9 = (Sign, Sen, Mod, 
k, F), and 
- (@,a,p)’ = (@,~,8,qh,), where qthm is the restriction of a to the theorems of the 
domain, for any map (@, CI, fi), 
is right adjoint to the forgetful functor log : LogSvs + Log. Moreover, the unit 
of the adjunction for a logical system 9 = (Sign,Sen, Mod, F, +, P, Pr, sll) is the 
map (Idsign, ids,,, IdMOd,x), where n is now viewed as a natural transformation 71 : 
proofs + thm, and the counit is the identity natural transformation. 
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Proposition 13 ([24, Propositions 31 and 371). The jimctor (-)’ : I&t + LoySys, 
dejined bJ 
~ (X)b = (Sign,Sen, Mod,F+, +, thm,Idset,j), j br any institution .B = (Sign, Sm. 
Mod, b), und 
~ (@3JOb = (@,&B, qhm), ji)r uny mup (@, z, B), 
is right udjoint to the forgetjid jimctor instw : LogSys + &SJ. Moreover, the unit 
of the adjunction jiw a logical system Y = (Sign, Sen, Mod, k, k, P, Pr, n) is the mup 
(Idsign, Idswz, Id.Mod, 71) and the counit is the identity nuturul trunsjkrmution. 
Proposition 14 ([24, Propositions 31 and 371). The,functor (_)” : &t + LogSys, de- 
fined by (-)” = (-)a (-)” = (-)” . (-)* is the right udjoint to the jbrgetjkl jimctor 
entLs : LogSys + &t. Moreover, the unit of the adjunction ,for a logical system 
Y = (Sign, Sen, Mod, t, b, P, Pr, 7r) is the map (IdSign, Idsm, fin, 7~) und the counit is 
the identity natural transformation. 
Proof. By definition (_)A.(_)k = (-)“.(-)*; moreover, since the composition of adjoint 
situations yields an adjoint situation, too, by Propositions 10 and 11 (equivalently by 
Propositions 12 and 9) we have the thesis. 0 
Since the counits of the right adjoints to the above forgetful functors are all identities, 
the right adjoints are all full and faithful (see e.g. [20, IV.31) and injective on the 
objects. Therefore they are, up to isomorphism, reflective subcategory inclusions. That 
means that all the arrows in the following diagram can be seen as ways of wrapping 
poorer logical structures in order to embed them as full subcategories of categories of 
richer logical structures. 
3. Extension and fibration 
The transportation of structure that we study will involve two categories of logical 
structures, C and D, and a couple of functors U : D + C and R : C + D with R 
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R(c) 
* R ’ U(D) 
. . 
LJ VLI 
c” ? ,D 
Fig. 1. Pullback diagram. 
right adjoint to U. In the applications that we will consider, U, in spite of being a 
left adjoint, will have the flavor of a forgetful functor. 6 The basic construction applies 
to arbitrary categories C and D with functors U and R as above, and consists in the 
process of enriching an object C E ICI with the structure of an object D E IDI via a 
map c : C + U(D). The transported structure is enjoyed by an object ? E IDI which, 
roughly speaking, enriches C with the features of D translated by c. Formally, it is 
the pullback diagram shown in Fig. 1, where ~0 is the unit of the adjunction for the 
object D; therefore, the construction is strongly dependent on c and D. Moreover, the 
construction is functorial, in the sense that it preserves the c-consistent translations of 
C and D. Indeed it is a fimctor between two comma categories, associating arrows in 
C of the form c : C -+ U(D), i.e. objects in C J U, with arrows in D, i.e. objects 
in D’ = D 1 D. It is also worth noting that this association is optimal in the sense 
that it is the right adjoint of the obvious lifting of U to C 1 U. The details of the 
construction as an adjointness are given in Theorem 16 below. Later in this section we 
give general conditions under which this construction makes the functor U : D + C 
a jbration, so that c” is a Cartesian lifting of the map c. 
Definition 15. Let C and D be categories and let U : D + C be a functor. Let D’ 
denote the comma category D I D (see e.g. [20]) and let CiU denote the comma 
category C J U. Then U induces a functor 0 : D’ + CL”, defined as follows: 
- 8(d : D --f D’) = (U(d) : U(D) + U(D’),D’) for each object (d : D + D’) E 
ID-I; 
- o(f,f’) = (U(f), f’) for each arrow (f,f’) in D’ from (di : D, + D’,) into 
(dz : D2 ---f 0;). 
Let us now show that if a fimctor U : D + C has a right adjoint R : C --f D, then 
R can be lifted up to a functor R’: CiU + D’, right adjoint to 0, if the appropriate 
pullbacks in D exist. 
6This is of course somewhat counterintuitive, but it holds for all the forgetful functors that throw away 
logical structure discussed in Section 2; however, U may in some cases - as for example for U = inst in 
the first diagram in Section 2 - have also a left adjoint. 
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Theorem 16. Let C and D be categories, let R : C + D be right adjoint to U : D + 
C, with ye : 1~ + R . U the unit and c : U. R + 1~ the counit of the adjunction. 
Zffor each object C E ICI, each object D E IDI, and each arrow c E C(C,U(D)) 
the pullback of R(c) and qD in Fig. I exists, then the ,functor g has a right adjoint 
R’: C”’ + D’, and the counit of this adjunction is the family {(EC U( jc,D), Ido) / (c : 
C + U(D) D) E ICJ”l}. 
We then’ say that C admits extension under R and U, and for each arrow (c : 
C + U(D),D) in C the arrow C : ? + D in D is called the extension of c h_~ R 
and U. 
Proof. For a right adjoint R’ of 0 to exist, it is sufficient to show that for each object 
(c : C + U(D),D) in C 1’ there exist an object z((c, D) in D’ and a co-universal 
arrow x,,D : f?(?(c, D)) -+ (c, D) from o(?(c, D)) to (c, D). 
Let us define $(c, D) = E, where t is the pullback of c along ~0, given in 
Fig. 1. 
It is easy to check that a,,$ = (EC U(j,o),IdD) is an arrow from i?. R’ (c, D) 
to (c,D). Indeed, let us consider the following diagram, that is commutative, since it 
is the pasting of the translation along U of the pullback defining R’ (c, D) with the 
diagram expressing the naturality of E. 
YD) . I/. R. U(D) - u PlD) U(D) %,D) I 
To show that &J is co-universal, let us fix an object d : Do + D1 in D’ and an 
arrow (f,g) : o(d) + (c,D) in CIU, and let us show that a unique arrow $J : d -i 
&, D) exists s.t. a,D . ii(qfg = (f,g). 
Since (f, g) is an arrow from o(d) = (U(d) : U(Do) --7‘ U(Dl), D1 ) to c : C + 
U(D), c. f = U(g). U(d), and hence R(c . f) . qDo = R(U(g) U(d)). t’&,. So, by the 
naturahty of q, R(c f) q&, = y]D . g . d; and hence, by the pullback definition of ?, 
there exists a unique t : DO + e s.t. 
(i) 5. 5 = g d; 
(ii) jc.D . 4 = R(f). ADO. 
The first condition is equivalent to 4 = (5, g) being an arrow from d to ?((c, D) in 
I)‘. From the second one and the naturality of E, we have 8~ u(j,,D) U(t) = 
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EC. U@(f)). U(vloo) = f ‘Q/(D~). Wm,); but w(D”). U(v]&, ) is the identity, and hence 
EC Wjc,D) . u(t) = f. 
Therefore a,~ . U(&g) = (ec . U(j,o) . u(<),Id~ . g) = (f, g). Let us show that 
4 = (t, g) is unique; let us assume that &D . ii(#) = (f, g) for some 4’ = (4’s’) 
and let us then show that 4’ = 4. Since the second component of @,,D is the identity, 
it follows immediately that g’ = g; in order to show that 5’ = 5 we prove that <’ is a 
factorization for the maps g.d, and R(f ).qD, through the pullback c as 5 is, and hence, 
by the uniqueness of the factoriz$on through the pullback, we have 5’ = t. As (t’, g’) 
is an arrow in D’ from d into R(c, D), we have c”. t’ = g. d. Since rc,D i?(l’, g’) = 
(f, g), EC . U(j,o> . UC(') = f hence R(f). vl~” = R(W) (R . u(j.0 i”>> . yD,,. Thus, 
by natUrdity of V, we get R(f) . ~~~ = R(sc) q,?(C) . jc,D . 5’ = js, . (‘, where the last 
identity holds because R(E) o qR is the identity. 0 
We next show that, just as the adjoint functors compose to yield another adjoint 
functor, two extension processes of the kind described also yield an extension process 
by composition. 
Proposition 17. Let RI : C + D be the right adjoint of UI : D + C, and let RZ : D + 
E be the right adjoint of Uz : E + D. 
If C admits extension under RI and UI, and D admits extension under R2 and U,, 
then C admits extension under R2 . RI and U1 U,. 
Moreover, the extension of any c : C + UI . Q(E) by R2 . RI and UI . U, is 
:: 
2 
C + E, where E : C _ + D denotes the extension of any c : C t Ul(D) by 
U, and RI, and c? : 5 + E denotes the extension of any d : D + Uz(E) by U, 
and R2. 
Proof. Let us denote by q’ the unit of the adjunction between RI and Ul and by g2 
the unit of the adjunction between R2 and U2; then R2 ‘RI is the right adjoint of U, . U2, 
with unit u] = R~(v&). q2 (see e.g. [IS, Proposition 27.81). 
Let us consider c : C -+ UI Q(E) and let us show that there exists the pullback 
of R2 RI(C) along YE. 
Since C admits extension under RI and UI, the pullback of RI(C) along y& exists 
and hence, as right adjoints preserve pullbacks, the following diagram is a pullback: 
4. R,(C) 
4. R,(c) . R, . R, . I/, . I/,(E) 
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Since D admits extension under R2 and U2, the pullback of R2(5) along Y$ exists 
and hence, as pasting pullback squares together gives a pullback too, the following 
diagram is a pullback: 
4. R,(C) 
RZ R,(c) 
* R2. R, U, U,(E) - 
Therefore the hypothesis of Theorem 16 is satisfied, and hence C admits extension 
under R2 RI and Ut U2. 0 
In general, the extension ? : C? + D built by the adjoint construction in Theorem 16 
for a map c : C + U(D) does not lie above c, in the sense that U(?) is in general 
different from c; it could be not even isomorphic. However, if E is above c for each 
possible c in a natural way, then our construction corresponds to a Cartesian lifting 
of c, and U is a fibration. In fact, using a characterization of fibrations in terms of 
comma categories due to Chevalley, the very close relationship between fibrations and 
the above extension construction becomes particularly clear. In addition, we give in 
Corollary 22 sufficient conditions - satisfied in all the applications to transportation of 
logical structure discussed in Section 4 - under which an extension process is actually 
a fibration. 
Definition 18. Let U : D + C be a functor; a morphism d : DO + D in D is called 
curtesiun over a morphism c : Co + C in C if U(d) = c and for each d’ : D’ + D 
in D with U(d’) = c . v there exists a unique 4 : D’ + Do in D s.t. U(4) = r and 
d 4 = d’. 
The functor U is called a jibration if for each D E D and each morphism c : CO -i 
U(D) in C there exists a Cartesian morphism over c with codomain D. 
The Cartesian lifting described in the last definition can be graphically represented 
by the following diagram. 
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CJ(D’) ’ .C, c 
The “Chevalley criterion” states that given a functor U : D -+ C the existence of a 
right adjoint z : C-l’/ + D’ to z: D’ + CI” s.t. the counit a :c z + ~CUJ is the 
identity is equivalent to U being a fibration. 
Theorem 19 (Chevalley criterion [3]). Let U : D -+ C be a functor. Then the follow- 
ing conditions are equivalent: 
_ 6 has a right adjoint g : Cl” -+ D’ s. t. u’ . 2 is the identity and the counit of 
the adjunction is the identity natural transformation; 
_ U is a jibration. 
Proof. See Proposition 3.11 in [ 161. 0 
The above characterization of fibrations in terms of comma categories yields as an 
easy corollary a condition under which the extension construction yields a fibration. 
Corollary 20. Using the notation of Theorem 16, let C admit extension under R and 
U; if G . 2 is the identity and the counit of the adjunction between 3 and z is the 
identity natural transformation, then U is a jibration. 
Proof. By Theorem 19, that applies because of Theorem 16. 0 
Note that, since in the adjointness formulation of fibrations given by the Chevalley 
criterion the right adjoint 2 sends each map in CLU to a Cartesian lifting, it follows im- 
mediately under the assumptions of Corollary 20 that then the extension map c” : e + D 
is a Cartesian lifting of the map (c : C + U(D),D). 
All the borrowing constructions that we shall discuss in Section 4 correspond to 
fibrations that are obtained by extension constructions satisfying the conditions in 
Corollary 20. In addition, the extension constructions that we shall encounter all have 
a particularly nice and simple description as Cartesian re$ections in the sense of the 
following 
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Definition 21. A pair of functors U : D + C and R : C + D, with R right adjoint to 
U, is called a Cartesian reflection ifh 
(i) U R is the identity functor on C, and the counit c is the identity natural 
transformation; and 
(ii) for each map c : C + U(D) in C there is a map F : C? + D in D such that 
U(c) = c and the commutative square 
R. U(c) 
R U(T) 
* R. U(D) 
A A 
vi ‘lo 
is a pullback. 
Note that, since R . U(E) = R(c) and R U(c) = R(C), if U, R form a Cartesian 
reflection, then C admits extension under R and U, since the above pullback provides 
the extension construction with jQ = y~c. Moreover, 
Corollary 22. If the functors U : D t C and R : C ----f D form a Cartesian rqflection, 
then U is a ,jibration. 
Proof. It is sufficient to show that the conditions in Corollary 20 are satisfied. By 
Theorem 16 specialized to this case, in which jc,, = qc, the counit of the adjunction 
between 6 and z for each object (c : C + U(D),D) is x,,D = (EC U(yJe),Idu). 
Since by hypothesis E is the identity, and by the adjunction equations, &~oU(q) is the 
identity, U(y) is also the identity. Therefore, a,~ is the identity natural transformation, 
as desired. q 
Being a Cartesian reflection is a particularly good property, since checking that a 
map is Cartesian lifting is reduced to checking that the naturality diagram for q is 
a pullback. Moreover, Cartesian reflections have additional properties not enjoyed by 
arbitrary fibrations. 7 
It is well known that fibrations are closed under composition, and that the pullback of 
a fibration is also a fibration [ 16, 191. Cartesian reflections also enjoy these properties. 
’ For example, the functor R ensures the existence of fibered terminal objects in the fibration (therefore each 
R(C) is a terminal object in the fiber category DC of objects D E IDI with U(D) = C). 
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U, : D + C, R, : C + D, and iIJ2 : E 4 D, R2 : D -+ E be 
Then U1 U,, Rz . RI is a Cartesian rejection. 
Proof. The proof follows easily from the proof of Proposition 17 using the adjunction 
equations and the additional fact that the counits are identities. 0 
Proposition 24. Let U : D + C, R : C + D be a Cartesian rejection, and let V : E + 
C be any functor. Then, in the pullback square 
D;E V’ -D 
(;> U’ u 
T t 
E 
V ,C 
The functor U’ has a right adjoint R’ such that U’,R’ is a Cartesian rejection. 
Proof. Recalling that the pullback D 2 E is the subcategory of D x E with objects the 
pairs (D,E) s.t. U(D) = V(E), with morphisms those (f,g) s.t. U(f) = V(g), and 
with V’(U’) the first (second) projections, define R’ by: 
- R’(E) = (R . V(E),E) for all E E (El; 
- R’(h) = (R . V(h), h) for all h : E + E’ in E. 
Then, choose as unit maps the yl& = (yo,Zd~) : (D,E) + (R . V(E),E), which is 
a well-defined arrow in D x E, since by the adjunction equations and U,R a Cartesian 
reflection we have U(qo) zldu(D), which is equal to V(ZdE) = IdVCE) = Idu(D), given 
that (D,E) E 1 D 2 E 1 implies U(D) = V(E). 
Consider now the diagram 
(RE) (rlo, 4 1 . (R . V(E), E) E 
h 
. 
E’ 
Then there is at most one map g : E + E’ such that R’(g) &,E) = (f, h), namely 
g = h, since we have 
R’(g). Y;D,E) = ( R. V(g)>g).(mZdE) = CR. V(g).mg) = U-,h) 
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and the last equality forces y = h. Therefore, to prove the universal property we only 
have to check the equation R. V(h). q~ = f, which by V(h) = U(f), is equivalent 
to the equation R Cl(f) 4~ = f‘, that by the naturality of tl reduces to the equation 
I~K.~‘(E,) . ,f = f, which follows trivially from the adjunction equations and U. R a 
Cartesian reflection, since i: = Id implies OR = IdR(c,. 
By construction we have U’ R’ = Id E, and E; is given by the adjunction equations 
as 
i.e., a; = Ids. 
To finish proving the proposition, we now have to exhibit for each (D,E) E / D x El 1 
C 
and each e : E’ + E, where of course E = U’(D, E), an arrow e^ : E^I + (D,E) in 
D x E such that U’(2) = e and the square 
c 
R’ U’(E?) 
R’ U’(F) 
wR’. V(D.E) 
is a pullback. 
Choose 2 = (VT),e) : (V@),E’) + D,E where V(e) : V@) + D in D is 
the lifting of V(e) : V(E’) + U(D) provided by the Cartesian reflection U, R. Ob- 
viously, U’(g) = e. To check that for such a map P the above square is a pull- 
back, notice the equality R’ U’(i) = (R V(e),e) = (R U( VT)),e). Therefore, 
the projection functors U’ and V’ send the above natural square to the respective 
diagrams 
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in E and D, which are then both mapped by V and I/ to the diagram 
VU-3 
V(r) 
*V(E) 
VW) V(e) wh 
Now, notice that these last three squares are all pullback squares, since two are 
pullbacks of identities, and the other is a pullback by hypothesis. The proposition then 
follows from the following easy lemma, which is left to the reader. 
Lemma. Consider u pullback of jiinctors like in jigure ($) but with no assump- 
tions whatsoever about U and V. For any commuting square S in D x E such that 
C 
U’(S), V’(S), and V . U’(S) are pullbacks in E, D, and C, then S is u pullback in 
DxE. 0 
C 
4. Borrowing logics 
We are now ready to apply the extension and fibration results of Section 3 to 
the borrowing of logical structure. Specifically, we verify that for each of the seven 
forgetful functors in Section 2 the conditions in Corollary 22 apply, so that all of them 
are Cartesian reflections and therefore fibrations. As a consequence, the extension map 
used to borrow the missing logical structure is a Cartesian lifting. 
In each case, the pullback construction yielding the extension map provides an ex- 
plicit description of the new logical structure being obtained. We discuss such de- 
scriptions and prove several results showing that the borrowed structure enjoys good 
logical properties, either in general or under natural restrictions. We also illustrate the 
constructions with relevant examples. 
4.1. Endowing an institution with an entailment system 
Since there are different ways of translating institutions (and hence logics), there 
are also several possibilities for building a logic on top of an institution 4 using an 
already known logic Y’ and a translation of 4 into the institution underlying 5?‘, by 
applying the construction introduced in the above section. The most promising case is 
that in which maps of institutions [24] are used, because completeness is preserved, 
and the entailment system t defined for 9 by the pullback can be easily described as 
the coding of the theories via a map and the application of the entailment system t’ 
of L?‘, so that any (finitary) description of t’ is also a description of F. 
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Although in general Log does not have pullbacks, they do exist in the particular 
case of pulling back the unit of the adjunction along the image under (-)* of a map 
of institutions. 
Proposition 25. The jiinc.tors inst : Logi - @ und (~ )~+ :& + Log,fhw~ LI uirtc~sitm 
rtflection und thewfim inst is II $hiwtion. 
Proof. By Proposition 7, (-)’ is the right adjoint of inst, the counit of this adjunction 
is the identity natural transformation and the unit of this adjunction for a logic 9 is the 
embedding vu of Y into (inst(_Y))+. Thus, in order to show that these functors form a 
Cartesian reflection, it suffices to show that for each institution .f = (Sign, Scn, Mod. /= ). 
each logic Y’ and each map of institutions p = (@. 3, p) : .9’ - inst(Y’) the following 
diagram is a pullback, where Y = (Sign, Sm, Mod, k, k) and k is defined by r tl (i, 
iff both XZ_(T) kicZ,cn, %x(4) and I- tt,, 4. 
First of all note that 9 is a logic, because, by definition of E, if r tz 4, then 
I- t+: 4; more over, by definition of 9, in&Y’) = .f and hence 4~ : Y + (.f)+ 
is a unit map. The definition of k guarantees also that I)- is a map from Y into 
iy’, because if r bz 4, then - by the very definition of k ~ we have xz(T) t:D(,,ti, 
a~-( 4). Obviously the diagram commutes, so we only have to check the universal 
property. 
Let us assume that p+ (@l,cxl,fl,) = yul . (@p2, x2,/jl), for some logic Y”’ and 
(@,,x,,fl,): Y” 4 (,a)+, (@*,Q,p2): 2” + Y’. 
Since the components of qvf are all identitites, p- (0,. xl, /)I ) = r7 YJ (@2. ~12. /j?) 
implies that @2 = @ @I, x2 = ~0, o 21 and /32 = [j, o fl*, 
Let us show that (@I, XI, fir ) is a map of institutions from 9” to Y; for this it is 
sufficient to show that r 1: 4, denoting @l(C,@) by (C’. I-‘), implies scrs(T) U r’ t xt 
XIZ(~), i.e. both CYZ~(YIC(I~ U I-‘) tk,,,,,, XZ~(XIZ($)) and XIZ(~) U r’ til, %I:($). 
Since @l = @ @, and x2 = x@, o xi, the first condition holds, because (@2, ~2. [I?) 
is a map and hence preserves the entailment; moreover the second condition follows 
from the satisfaction condition for (@r, X(I, /I, ) and the soundness of 9”. 
Because vu, consists of identities, (@, al, /I’, ) is the unique factorization required, 
and therefore the above diagram is a pullback, so that inst and (-)+ form a Cartesian 
reflection. Therefore, by Corollary 22, inst is a fibration. 0 
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It is worth pointing out that completeness is preserved by this construction, as the 
following proposition shows. 
Proposition 26. Using the notation of Proposition 25, if9’ is complete, then so is 9. 
Proof. Note that the logic _.Y’ = (Sign’, Sen’, Mod’, k’, k’) is complete iff t’=t-+,. 
Therefore, 9’ is complete iff qlpf : 9’ - (inst(Y’))+ is an isomorphism. Since the 
pullback of an isomorphism is always an isomorphism, we then have q~ : 9 --) (Y)+ 
an isomorphism, and therefore 2 is complete. 0 
For any map p between institutions, this construction builds the entailment system 
that in [l] was denoted by kTh for th = ax(@(C)). 
For each institution 9 = (Sign, Sen, Mod, k), each logic 3’ and each map of 
institutions p : Y -+ inst(Y’), with p = (@, a, /I), the extension of 9 by (-)+ and inst 
is the logic 2? = (Sign, Sen, Mod, 1, k), that is the original institution 4 enriched by 
the entailment relation E, defined by r t-1 $ iff both r lb=, 4 and az(r) k&Z wj RX(~). 
Thus, the entailment system built for 9 can be informally described as obtained by: 
- coding sentences by means of the map, that is, considering ME(~) and ax(q5); 
_ using the entailment system of 9, that is verifying whether @z(r) k&z,a, c(z(~); 
_ checking the soundness of the deduction, that is, verifying whether r k+_ 4. 
The last step is unnecessary if for each C-model there exists a @(C, 0)-model satisfying 
the same sentences (under translation), because in that case the soundness of t’ w.r.t. 
k’ guarantees that am k&z,e, a~(@) implies r kbz 4. 
Lemma 27. Given an institution .Y = (Sign,Sen,Mod, k), a logic 9’ = (Sign’,Sen’, 
Mod’, k’, F’) and a map of institutions p : 4 -+ inst(T’), with p = (@, CI, /I), for each 
signature Z in Sign if one of the following conditions holds, then ccz(r) k&z,ej ar(4) 
implies r kkz q5 for each r u { 4) C Sen(C). 
(i) for each M E IMod(C)I there is an M’ E IMod’(@(C,0))I s.t. A4 /=z $ ifs 
lV’ b=sign(@(Z,0)) ad$). 
(ii) for each M E IMod there is an M’ E IMod’(@(C,0))1 s. t. fi(M’) = M. 
(iii) any two isomorphic models in Mod(C) satisfy the sume sentences, and for 
each A4 E IMod(C)J there is an M’ E lMod’( @(C, 0))1 s. t. /3(M) is isomorphic to M. 
Proof. (i) Let us assume that as(r) t&,,, a~(+), for some r C Sen(Z) and C$ E 
Sen(Z), and that A4 +E y for all y E r. Then, there is an M’ E JMod’(@(Z,0))1 s.t. 
~4 +Z ICI iff ~4’ &nCGCz Ojj a~($) and hence M’ &qn(QCz Ojj Q(Y) for all Y E r. Thus, 
by the soundness of t” w.r.t. +‘,M’ +&ncGcz,O,, CIZ(+), ‘and therefore A4 FZ 4. 
(ii) Let us show that the previous condition (i) is satisfied. For each A4 E IMod(Z)l 
there is an M’ E 1 Mod’(@(C, 0))1 s.t. P(M’) = M; then for all sentences $ E Sen(Z), 
since p is a map of institutions, A4 = P(M) +z $ iff M’ +&nCOCX,Ojj a~($). 
(iii) Let us again show that the previous condition (i) is satisfied. For each M E 
IMod(C)I there is an M’ E IMod’( @(C, 0))l s.t. P(M) is isomorphic to M; then, for all 
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sentences ti E &n(Z), by p being a map of institutions we have, M’ &,nC~Cz,GJ) x5($) 
iff KM’) FZ Ic/ iff M kz $, b ecause we have assumed that satisfaction is invariant 
under isomorphisms. 0 
Corollary 28. Under the assumption that p .ratisfies one of the conditions in 
Lemma 27 WY have 
r kx 4 * YE(r) G@,@, @z(4). 
Therefbre, the lifted map p+ : Y --j 9’ is a conservative map qf’ the underlying 
entailment systems. 
As a consequence, if p satisfies one of the conditions of Lemma 27 and its signature 
and sentence components are effective, and therefore r’ in @(C, r) = (I’, r’) has an 
effective description if r has one, then an effective way of generating the entailment 
system of Y’ can also be used to effectively determine whether r k 4. 
Example 29. Let us consider a quite classical example, the reduction of many-sorted 
conditional equational logic, denoted from now on -MY, to unsorted Horn-clause logic 
with equality, denoted from now on J&X’, making explicit the typing of the variables 
(see e.g. [27]). In this example, as in the following ones, the notation for many- 
sorted open formulas has been slightly changed w.r.t. the usual algebraic notation, 
according to [ 131. Indeed in order to make the translation of formulas along signature 
morphisms easier, a partial function V : X + S, the typing of variables. is prefixed 
to any conditional formula on the signature (SF) and variables {x,}sE.~, where X, = 
V-‘(s) are the s-typed variables. From now on we will assume that for each formula 
If.4 the domain of V is finite. 
Let us informally sketch the elements of the map of institutions. Let us fix a many- 
sorted signature C with sorts S and function symbols F. The information about the 
typing of function symbols, that in the many-sorted framework is part of the signature, 
is now explicitly given by a set of one-sorted sentences, called well-Jbrmedness axioms; 
thus we define the translation of C into a one-sorted theory Q(C), by setting Q(C) = 
(( Op’, P' ), Ax’), where 
_ Op; is the disjoint union of the F, ,... S,,,S, i.e., of the n-at-y function symbol sets, 
disregarding type of arguments and results (so that any C-term is an (Op’, P/)-term, 
too); 
_ P’ contains only the typing predicates, i.e. Pi = {- : s 1 s E S}, where the symbol ~ 
denotes the place of the argument in a postfix notation, and PL = 8 tik # 1; and 
_ Ax’ consists of the sentences 
XI :s1 A”‘AXk :s~>op(x,,...,x~):s 
for each OP E F,,...,,,,. 
With the help of the typing predicates, any many-sorted conditional equation over 2 
can be translated into a one-sorted equivalent one over the signature of Q(C); indeed 
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let us consider a many-sorted formula 
5 = V*(t, = t; A . . A tn = t,: 3 t = t’) 
over C and the variables xi, where V(xi) = si for i = 1 . . k, and define 
Then in MZ(~) the information about the typing of the variables is carried by the 
predicates xi : si in the premises. 
Finally, any unsorted model A’ of Q(C) is mapped by fiz into the many-sorted 
algebra A = ({s~},~s, {fA}fE~), where sA = {u E A’ 1 a : sA’} and fA is the restriction 
of fA' to sf X. xs,“. Note that, since A’ satisfies the well-formedness axioms whenever 
the arguments of a function are appropriately typed, the result is also appropriately 
typed, i.e. a, : ~~6’ for i = 1 . .FI implies fA’(al,.. .,a,) :sA’ for each f E F, ,,,,, y,,,s, and 
hence the interpretation of the function symbols in A yields total functions. It is easy 
to check that A’ satisfies @z(t) iff A satisfies f. 
It is also worth noting that /3 satisfies condition (iii) of Lemma 27. Indeed satisfaction 
in J&Y is obviously invariant under isomorphism and for each many-sorted algebra A 
on a signature C the following one-sorted algebra A’ is a model of Q(C) and its image 
along fr, is isomorphic to A: 
_ the carrier of A’ is the disjoint union’ of the carriers Y’ for all s E S and of a 
special element {I}; 
- fA’(al,...,an) = .fA(al ,.. .,a,) if f E F, ,..., FJ,,s and a; E s,+; otherwise fA’(al ,..., a,) 
= I; 
_ a:s iff a EsA for all sorts S. 
Let us now endow the unsorted Horn-clause logic with equality institution with an 
entailment system to build a logic Yt,.f, choosing the entailment generated by (a 
version 9 of) the classical Birkhoff’s deductive system. 
For any one-sorted signature C = (Op, P) and any set r of Horn clauses with 
equality on C, r ~BZ. 4 iff 4 is in the inductive closure of r and the axioms qualifying 
the equality, where the possibly decorated x’s are pairwise different variables: 
x=x 
x=x’>x’ =x 
,y=x’Ax’=,p>x xx” 
XI =x; A.. Ax, =x; A P(Xl)..., x,,)> p(x{ )...,, r;, 
XI =x;A”.AXn=X:,>f(X I,..., xn)=,f(xi )..., XL) 
’ With a slight abuse of notation we use below the same symbol CI for an element a E sA and for its disjoint 
copy. 
‘The weakening rule is usually not included in the definition of the classical Birkhoff system, but it is 
needed to achieve a system complete w.r.t. conditional sentences. 
w.r.t. the following inference rules of weakening, instantiation and modus ponens. 
instr7ntiution ___ 
V(O) 
V homomorphism of the term algebras 
Since it is defined by inductive closure, F B is monotonic, transitive and reflexive; 
moreover it is straightforward to check from the definition that it also satisfies the t- 
translation condition and that it is sound, so that Y’N ;Y = (Sign, iy, Sen+, w, Mod y, g , E/j. 
+jKjy ) is a logic. 
Then, applying Lemma 27 and Corollary 28, we can borrow 18 to build an entailment 
system t for /i.‘Y, defined by: 
for any many-sorted signature C = (.S.F) and any set F of conditional sentences 
on C. 
l- kc v. (fl = ti A ” A t,, = t:, 3 t = t’) 
(say, with V(x,) = s, for i = 1 . k, and V(x) undefined otherwise) iff 
x, : s, A A .4-h : Sk A t1 = t; A A t,, = t,; 3 t = tf 
is in the inductive closure of the following axioms, where the possibly decorated x’s 
are pairwise different variables: 
Well-formedness 
xI:sI A”‘Ax~:S~3Op(X I....) ,q):s 
for all w E F,, ,I.c. 
Proper axioms 
X1 : s, A Ax/, : Sk A ti = t; A . A t,, = t,; > t = t’ 
forall(V.tr=t~A...At,,=t,‘,>t=t’)Erwith V={(x,,s,)li=l...k). 
Equality axioms 
x = x 
.Y = x’ 3 x’ = x 
.y 1 .y’ /y .y’ zz ,y” > x x x” 
x = x’ A x : .s 3 x’ : s 
XI =x; A Ax, = x:, 3 ,f’(x,, .,x,) = ,f’(x{, . . .x:,, 
w.r.t. the inference rules of weakening, instantiation and modus ponens. 
Note that all the deductions made by this system are sound, because of Lemma 27. 
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Since ta is complete w.r.t. conditional sentences, as it is provable by standard tech- 
niques, this completeness is inherited by t, because of Proposition 26; thus we have 
a complete logic 3,,dt,~ = (Sign,,,y, Sen.N.y, Mod,/g,y, k, +,,l.~) for the many-sorted 
institution. 
4.2. Endowing an entailment system with an institution 
Sometimes a logic is developed before a general agreement on its model theory is 
reached. We show that a borrowing construction can then be applied to provide the 
missing model theory, and that completeness is preserved if the map used is conserva- 
tive. We illustrate this construction with the borrowing of algebraic models for linear 
logic. 
Proposition 30. The finctors entLor, : Log + &t and (-)* : &t + Log fbrm a 
Cartesian rejection and therefore entLoy is a jibration. 
Proof. By Proposition 9, (-)* is the right adjoint of entLog, the counit of this adjunction 
is the identity natural transformation, and the unit of this adjunction for a logic 3 is 
the embedding V]Z of 3’ into (entL&Y))*. Thus, in order to prove that entLoy and 
(-)* form a Cartesian reflection, it suffices to show that for each entailment system 6 = 
(Sign, Sen, t), each logic 3’ = (Sign’, Sen’, Mod’, b’, k’) and each map of entailment 
systems p = (@, cx) : 8 + entL&Z’) the following diagram is a pullback, where 2 = 
(Sign, Sen, Mod, I=, t), Mod = Mod’ @‘P, and A4 +I 4 if and only if A4 +&nC0Cz,81) 
Q(4). 
First of all note that LY is a logic, because Mod is a functor, as it is the composition 
of functors, the satisfaction condition is satisfied, because it is satisfied by +’ and 
if r t 4, then cc(T) k’ CC(~) and hence, by soundness of Y’, a(r) E+, a(4), so that 
r+$. 
Moreover, by definition of 3, entL,,(Z) = 8 and hence qu : 2 + (F)* is a 
unit map of logics and (@, a) is a map of entailment systems from entLOs(9) into 
entLOs(Z’); by definition of Mod and k the identity is a natural transformation from 
Mod’ VP to Mod = Mod’ . @*P verifying the satisfaction condition, so that (@, a, Id) 
is a map of logics from 2 into 2’. Obviously the diagram commutes, so we only 
have to check the universal property. 
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Since (@t,ar,/jt): Y” + (&)*, ~~~~L~~~,(@I,XI,PI) : ent.h,(Y”) --) ent~,,~((fi)* ), i.e. 
(@I, XI ) is a map of entailment systems from cnt~~~~,(Y”) into 8 = .YZ~,J,,~,(~“). And 
/jz is a natural transformation from Mod’ @’ = Mod’ @“f’ @I” = Mod @yp to 
Mod”, and for all signatures C in Sign”, all sentences (1, E &n”(C) and all models 
~4 t IMM@I(Z 0))l we have ~4 +.,,y,r(r~,(~,~~) x1(4 if and only if ~4 F&,~(Q(Q,,,c,(ill,, 
Xsiyn(~,(~.~))(~l~(~)), i.e. iffM I=:ra,I(Ql(2.tin rzz($); since (@2, ~1, /j?) is a map of logics, 
A4 Kqn(@:(~ li))) x2(4) iff Pz(A4) by 4. Therefore (@I. ~1, /)I) is a map of logics from 
2” into _Y ‘and hence it is the unique factorization required. 
So the above diagram is a pullback; hence entry,,, and (()* form a Cartesian reflection. 
Therefore, by Corollary 22, entLoy is a fibration. 0 
Proposition 31. Giaen an entailment system, 6, a loyic 9’ and a conserzwtice map oj 
entailment s_vstems, (@,x) : Q + entLoH(9’), let (@, a, Id) : Y + 2” be the cartrsiun 
lftiny of’ (@, x) to a map of Ioyics constructed in Proposition 30. 
[f’ 2” is complete, then so is 6”. 
Proof. We need to show that (M bz 4 for all M E Mod(C, r)) iff I- FL 4; but, by 
definition of +=2_, the first condition can be rewritten as M’ +=I_, x(4) for all M’ E 
Mod’(Z’. r”), where (C’, I-“) = @(Z, r) and (C’, P) = @(C, 0). 
And, by completeness of Y”, we have that 
M’ +>, x((b) for all M’ E Mocl’(C’, I+‘) 
if and only if r” ti, M($). 
Since by @ being x-sensible we have thm’(C’, r”) = thm’(C’, r’ U 2(r)), we can 
rewrite the last equivalence as (M’ ki, z(d) for all M’ E Mod’(C’, r”)) if and 
only if r’ U x(T) t;, x(q5), or, in more compact form, (M’ +>, x(4) for all M’ t 
Mod’(C’, r”)) if and only if PI(T) tLcZ- gj ~((4) which by (@, cx) being conservative 
yields (M’ k=‘z_, IX(~) for all M’ E Mod’(G’,F’)) if and only if r Ez $, as desired. 0 
Example 32. The proof theory of linear logic [9] reached a mature stage before sys- 
tematic approaches to its model theory were attempted. Girard himself has proposed 
quite different kinds of models such as coherent spaces [9], lattice-theoretic models 
such as his phase semantics [9], and Hilbert space models [lo]. Although attempts to 
systematize the model theory of linear logic using category theory have been made 
(see for example [32,22,21]), particular models may not quite fit even those general 
notions of model. However, lattice-theoretic models, including quantales, are in a sense 
the simplest, and are sufficient for completeness arguments. In hindsight we can view 
the process of endowing linear logic with such lattice-theoretic models as a borrow- 
ing of models from conditional equational logic. We explain below the details of this 
borrowing process and its good properties. 
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Following [21] we call the lattice models Girard algebras. Exploiting results of 
Cockett and Seely on weakly distributive categories [4] we can define a Girard algebra 
G as a set, together with binary operations @, &, 8, ‘18, unary operations -’ and !-, 
and constants 0, T, 1, _L such that: 
(i) (G, @, 0) and (G, &, T) are commutative and idempotent monoid structures, and 
in addition satisfy the equations 
(xG3y)&x=x 
(x&y)cBx=x 
that is, they make G into a lattice with top T and bottom 0. Note that an order relation 
is then equationally definable by 
x<y iff x@y=y 
(ii) (G, 6% 1) and (G, T?, -L> are commutative monoid structures satisfying the mono- 
tonicity conditional equations 
(x@Y=Y) and (x’@y’=y’) implies (x@x’)@(Y@Y’)=(Y@Y’) 
(X @ Y = Y) and (x’ @ y’ = y’) implies (x78X’) @ (Y %‘Y’) = (Y IBY’) 
and the weak distributivity equation 
(x @ (Y Tz)) @ ((x @ y) ‘82) = (x @ y) ??z 
(iii) -I and !- are unary operations satisfying the equations 
(x23x’)W = _L 
(xVxxl)$ 1 =x78& 
(x @ y = y) implies !x $ ! y = ! y 
(!x)@x =x 
(!!x) @ !x = !!X 
!x = (!X) @ (!X) 
!T = 1 
(iv) If desired, one can define two more operations _--o_ and ?_ by the &fining 
equations 
X-oy=X+?y 
?x = (!(xl))l 
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Let (CG,E~) be the conditional equational theory specifying the class of Girard 
algebras just defined. 
A signature in propositional linear logic is just a set S of propositional constants. The 
set of sentences of linear logic SenLL(S) on such a signature is the set of sequents “’ 
of the form 
A ,... A,kB ,... B, 
where A,, Bj E T,,(S), are Co-terms on the constants S, for 1 <i bn and 1 <_j bm. 
A map of signatures is just a function f : S ---f S’. It induces a Cc-homomorphism 
r,,;(f) : Tz,,(S) + Tz,;(S’) and therefore an obvious function Set : SenLL(S) -t 
SenLL(S’). 
Let 99 denote the entailment system of linear logic as defined by its rules of de- 
duction in any of its formulations, and let %?Q denote (unsorted) conditional equational 
logic. We can define a map of entailment systems 
where @(S, 8) = (Co U S, EG), x maps each S-sequent 
A, . ..A. F B, . ..B. 
to the Co U S-equation 
and in general 
@(S, d) = (Co u S, EG u &(A)). 
It can be shown using ideas in [21,4] that the above map (@, x) is indeed conservative 
and therefore, by Proposition 31, that the borrowing of the conditional logic institu- 
tion via (@, a) makes 99 into a complete logic. This borrowing process amounts 
to a systematic reduction of propositional linear logic to algebra in a way anal- 
ogous to the reductions of classical propositional logic to Boolean algebra and of 
intuitionistic propositional logic to Heyting algebra. In fact, these two latter 
classes of algebras correspond to equationally defined subclasses of Girard 
algebras. 
4.3. Endowing an entailment system with a proof calculus 
Let us now apply the general results of Section 3 to the adjunction between en- 
tailment systems and proof calculi to show how an informative proof calculus can be 
added to any entailment system 8, provided we are given a proof calculus ./P and 
a translation of 8 into the entailment system underlying 9. 
lo As in [32, 221 we adopt a two-sided sequent presentation. However, we could have adopted Instead 
a one-sided presentation as in [9]. 
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Proposition 33. The jiinctors ent : PCulc -+ &t and (-)” : &t --f PC& form 
a Cartesian rejection and therefore ent is a fibration. 
Proof. By Proposition 11, the composition ent . (-)’ is the identity, the counit of the ad- 
junction is the identity and the unit qr for a proof calculus 9” = (Sign, Sen, 1, P, Pr, n) 
is (Idsip., Ids,,, 71). Thus, in order to show that ent and (-)’ form a Cartesian reflection, 
it suffices to prove that the following diagram is a pullback 
(@, a. 1’) 
* 9 
where B = (Sign,Sen,t,P, Pr, x), with P = proofs and Pr = Idset, and where rc, y, 
and proofs are defined by the following pullback square in the fimctor category SetThO. 
thm %h,,, * thm’ . @ 
prosfs 
Since limits in functor categories are obtained by pointwise evaluation [18, Theorem 
25.61 and Set has pullbacks, the pullback of the second square exists and is defined 
pointwise. Therefore, since every nL(,,,) is surjective, each n(r,r) is also surjective. t’ 
Thus p is a proof calculus. 
Moreover, by definition (~3, CX, y) is a map from 9 into .Y’, because cr o rc = ~6 o y, 
and (Idsign,Zds~~, 7-c) is a map from 9 into (a)‘, because Zds,, o 7~ = j/dSign o 7~. And 
obviously the first diagram commutes; thus we only have to show that any other pair 
of maps of proof calculi that makes the diagram commute factorizes in a unique way 
through g. 
Let us assume that (@, CI, althrn) (Y, Z, 7) = (IdSignf,Idsent, n’) . (Y, 2, y’), for some 
9” and (Y, Cc, 7) : 9” --) (a)#, (Y, i?, 7’) : P’ --f 9’. 
” The property that the pullback of a surjective map in Set is also surjective is easy to check directly, and 
follows also (by the axiom of choice) from the general fact that in any category pullbacks of retracts are 
retracts, see e.g. [ 18, Proposition 2 I. 131. 
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Since pullbacks in functor categories are computed pointwise [ 18, Theorem 25.61, 
the following diagram is pullback, because it is the translation of the diagram defining 
proojk, y, 71 along Y (recalling that @J Y = Y’): 
thm Y cx ,!h,,, ,  . thm’ ‘f” 
and hence, since x~,,~~,,~, o 7 = r&,, o T’, there is a unique ;*” : prooji” =S proojk Y s.t. 
both 7~~ o ;J’ = y and yy o y” z ;“, Thus we only have to show that (Y,X, ;?) is a 
map, i.e. that 7-c~ 0 ;.” = E o 7~“. 
Since (Y,??,?) is a map, jyo?;=??on “, i.e., j being the identity on thm, 7 = 5 0 71”; 
moreover, by definition of /‘,T = rcy 0 ;‘I’, so that rcy 0 7” = Cr 0 7~“. 
Therefore mt and (-)’ form a Cartesian reflection, and hence, by Corollary 22, enr 
is a fibration. q 
Note that, according to the pullback construction in Proposition 33, the proof calculus 
.9 borrowed from 9’ via the map of entailment systems (@, x) from 8 in m&/P’) 
associates to each theory T the set of proofs 
procd.$ T) = ((4, p) / 4 E tlznz( T) and p E proqfk’(@( T)) and ~(4) = n’(p)}. 
Therefore a proof in B of a sentence 4 consists of: 
(i) checking that 4 is a theorem of T, i.e. that 4 E fhm(T); 
(ii) a proof p ~proofi’(@(T)) of x(4). 
Of course, the proof calculus 9 is quite unsatisfactory, since in addition to having a 
proof of x($) we have also to check that 4 was a theorem of T in the first place. 
The desirable situation would be one in which the check in (i) becomes unnecessary 
sine then, assuming that @ and x are computationally effective and that .9’ is also 
computationally effective, we will obtain a computationally effective way to prove 
theorems for 8, namely by mapping a sentence 4 to the sentence ~(4) and searching 
for a proof of r(4) in 9’. That is, we would like a set of proofs of the form 
prooJ:F( r) = ((4, p) 1 $J E Sen( T) and p E ~~ooj.;V’(@( T)) and ‘x(4) = n’(p)}. 
This indeed is the case when (@, 2) is a consercative map of entailment systems. 
Lemma 34. Let B = (Sign, Sen, t) he un entuilment system, let 9’ = (Sign’, Srfl’, t’. 
P’, Pr’, 7-r’) he N proof calculus, and let (@, x) : G 4 ent(.Y’) he u conserwtit~e mup qf’ 
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entailment systems. Then, for each theory T E The, the set proofs(T) constructed in 
Proposition 33 for the proof calculus .c?’ borrowed from 9 via (@, a) is the set 
proofs(T) = ((4, p) 14 E Sen(T) and p E proofs’(@(T)) and ~$4) = n’(p)}. 
Proof. The key observation is that, using the fact that @ is a-sensible, (@, a) is con- 
servative if and only if for each T E The 
4 E thm(T) H ~((4) E thm’(@( T)) 
and this equivalence can be expressed in a compact way by saying that the diagram 
of natural transformations 
Sen a - Sen’ ’ @ 
thm + thm’ . @ 
is a pullback in SetTho, where J' : thm -+ Sen and j' : thm’ - Sen’ are the obvious 
subfunctors inclusions. The result then follows easily from the pointwise computation 
of pullbacks in SetTho by pasting the above diagram on top of the pullback diagram 
in the proof of Proposition 33, and noticing that the pasting of two such pullback 
diagrams is always a pullback diagram. 0 
Example 35. Let us consider again the example of the translation of many-sorted con- 
ditional equational logic into unsorted Horn logic with equality from Example 29. 
We first endow the unsorted entailment system entLO,(Z~,,.~) with a proof structure 
to get a proof calculus B%?qg,g and then, using the conservative (by Corollary 28) map 
of entailment systems (Q, IX) : ent& L&y) -+ entLog(,499,T), sketched in Example 29, 
we build a many-sorted proof calculus Y+$NY, by applying Lemma 34. 
Since the definition of the Birkhoffs entailment system is done by induction, we 
have at hand a natural structure for proofs in the unsorted framework. Let us indeed 
consider as proof structures just the proof trees. Thus, Structe,8 is the category of 
algebras on a tree signature (i.e. an algebraic signature including the sort trees and 
operations to define and deal with trees, like root : trees + sentences) I2 and Po~,F : 
t2 Some details in the example are intentionally let? unspecified, so that it can be realized with different 
possible choices of underlying algebraic framework; for instance, algebras could be simply many-sorted total 
algebras, as well as order-sorted (for example with the sentences seen also as trees with one node) or partial 
(allowing the constructor and selectors of proof trees to be partial); the signature could include the elements 
to describe sentences, and in this case the constructors of trees could be exactly the inference rules of the 
system, or could abstract from the particular kind of sentences and use standard constructors for trees and 
so on. 
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Tho$,f + Struct,g.p associates with any theory (C, f) the free algebra of trees whose 
nodes are labeled on Sene,~(C) and s.t. each leaf is in r or is an equality axiom, 
i.e. it is t = t, or t = t’ 3 t’ = t, or t = t’ A t’ = t” 3 t = t”, or tl = ti A A t,, = 
t:, 1 .f(t1 ,tn) = _fct;>. ..,tA), or tl = t{“...“tll = tl,ilp(t, . . . . . tn)>p(ti . . . . . t,‘,), and 
for each node there exists an inference rule among weakening, instantiation and modus 
ponens s.t. the (label of the) node is the consequence and (the labels of) its children 
are the premises of this rule. It is easy to check that, by the freeness of P,,, f(Z, r), 
any homomorphism of theories in Th oy,x induces a homomorphic translation of proof 
trees, so that P),,c is a functor. 
Moreover Pry, f : StrucL#.x + Set associates any algebra with its trrr carrier and 
rt+ r/ : prooji+, iy + Sen,az sends any proof tree into its root. By definition of l-B, 
Y’&,f = (Sign,.,Sen,ti.fl, k~,P~fifl, Pr$,fl, ntMff) is a proof calculus. 
Thus, since the map of entailment systems from many-sorted equational logic to 
unsorted Horn logic with equality is conservative by Corollary 28, we can apply 
Lemma 34 to build the proof calculus 9% //Y = (Sign #.', , Sen i/v, t, Pit.i/, Pr /i y , 71 N '1 ), 
where P/l.‘, sends any many-sorted theory T to the set of pairs consisting of a sentence 
$ E Sen(T) and a proof tree t for O(T) s.t. the root oft is z(4), Pr,iv is the identity 
and 7c /,.‘, is the first projection. 
Note that the proof trees in P~.v(T) may be (and in general are), labeled on unsorted 
sentences which are not the image of any many-sorted sentence. 
Example 36. Given a proof calculus for unsorted conditional equational logic 596 -- 
which we could either preferably define directly, or otherwise borrow using Lemma 34 
from the one defined in the previous example for unsorted Horn logic with equality 
,4vq,q using the conservative embedding %V -+ ,4ai’/e of unsorted conditional equa- 
tional logic into unsorted Horn logic with equality- then we can use the conservative 
map of entailments systems 99 + %& and Lemma 34 to endow linear logic with 
an equational-styled proof calculus quite different from the usual sequent calculus pre- 
sentation of linear logic, This new proof calculus makes available to linear logic the 
powerful theorem-proving techniques of the equational world. 
Remark 37. Note that, since maps of proof calculi do not take into account the 
internal structure of the proofs, any two proof calculi having the same underlying 
entailment systems and the same functors proofs and natural transformation 7r are 
isomorphic. Therefore the factorization of proofs by P = prooji and Pr = Idset, 
made in Proposition 33, is arbitrary. In particular this factorization forgets the proof 
structure and hence is not always the best possible choice, but it is the only canon- 
ical choice that can be made in the general case. Therefore, the borrowing con- 
struction is not as powerful as could be desired, since only the proofs, and not 
really their algebraic structure, are borrowed. We conjecture that the borrowing of 
the algebraic structure could be accomplished by using a stronger notion of map 
of proof calculi in which the maps also relate explicitly the categories of proof 
structures. 
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4.4. Endowing any logical component with any missing logical structure 
We can use the borrowing results obtained in Sections 4.1-4.3 to show that, in- 
deed, all the forgetful functors between categories of logical components give rise to 
borrowing constructions. 
Theorem 38. All functors in the diagram 
together with their corresponding right adjoint are Cartesian rejlections, and thereJbre 
all the above jiinctors are $brations, so that any missing logical structure can be 
borrowed by Cartesian lifting. 
Proof. We have already shown in Propositions 25, 30 and 33 that inst, entLog and ent 
with their corresponding right adjoint are Cartesian reflections. The rest of the theorem 
follows from the following simple observations: 
- The category LogSys is the pullback Log x PCalc in Cat, so that the square in 
-@ 
the diagram is a pullback square. 
- log, being the pullback of ent, is then a Cartesian reflection by Proposition 24. 
- Similarly, pcalc, being the pullback of entLog, is also a Cartesian reflection for the 
same reason. 
- All composition functors in the diagram are then Cartesian reflections also, thanks 
to Proposition 23. 0 
Note that the detailed general constructions in Propositions 23 and 24 specialize in 
this setting to detailed borrowing constructions for all the remaining cases not consid- 
ered in the previous sections. In particular, note for example that all we have already 
said in Sections 4.1 and 4.3 about the example relating many-sorted conditional equa- 
tional logic and the unsorted Horn-clause logic with equality _Y9;u,z also shows that 
we can borrow the logical system endowing 9?,~ with proof trees to make the insti- 
tution of many-sorted conditional equational logic into a logical system. Similarly, in 
the example relating linear logic and unsorted conditional equational logic we can now 
borrow a proof calculus from conditional equational logic to endow linear logic with 
an equational-styled logical system. 
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5. Concluding remarks 
We have proved several general results about transportation of structure across 
comma categories, have specialized those results to the case of Cartesian reflections. 
and have shown how these constructions yield a general technique for borrowing 
logical components from one logic for use in another logic when a map between 
some basic component of both exists. The universal property of the Cartesian lift- 
ing that performs the borrowing in each case shows that the constructions are both 
natural and optimal relative to any other such constructions that could have been 
defined in a more ad hoc way. In addition, we have shown that the constructions 
are particularly well behaved in that - either in general or under natural restric- 
tions ~ they preserve or yield good logical properties, such as completeness, con- 
servativity of the extension map, or exclusive dependence of the new structure on 
the one being borrowed. We have also illustrated the constructions with appropriate 
examples. 
The results in this paper provide general formal methods to achieve a greater de- 
gree of reusability across logical systems and their associated tools. They can be re- 
garded as a step towards the goal of increasing the interoperability of formal systems, 
a goal of practical importance since there is frequent need in practice of rigorously 
relating the quite different formal specifications used to formalize complex systems 
at different levels of abstraction, and of correctly interoperating the tools available 
for each formalism. In particular, the borrowing method can be useful in the con- 
text of logical frameworks, since it supports very simple ways of representing logics 
into a framework and of then extending those representations to the remaining logical 
structure. 
Given the generality of the categorical techniques used, they could in principle be 
used not only for the notions of mapping between logics and logical components that we 
have considered, but also for other axiomatic notions of mapping and logical component 
proposed in the literature by other authors. Exploring the applicability of our techniques 
to those notions seems a worthwhile research direction. 
Another topic that deserves more research is studying what limits and colimits exist 
in categories of logics or in categories of logical components. We have made use of 
some limited results of a positive nature in this paper and are aware of some negative 
results as well. A systematic study would be very useful. 
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